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EYFS Overview

Mini
Moorgate

Research Project 1

Research Project 2

We’re Going on a Bear
Hunt
Michael Rosen

Feely books
Rhymes
Various Authors

Research Project 3

Research Project 4

Goldilocks and the Three
Bears
Nicola Baxter

The Very Hungry Caterpillar
Eric Carle

Goose on the Loose
Phil Roxbee Cox

Nursery N

Favourite Rhymes
Various Authors

Favourite Rhymes
Various Authors
Nursery C

Giraffes Can’t Dance
Giles Andreae

Dear Zoo
Rod Campbell

Research Project 5

Old McDonald
The Three Little Pigs
Various Authors

Crunch, Munch
Dinosaur Lunch
Paul Bright

Jack and the Beanstalk
Ronne Randall

The Very Hungry Caterpillar
Eric Carle

Giraffes Can’t Dance
Giles Andreae

The Gingerbread Man
Mairi MacKinnon

Space Fact Books
Various Authors

Supertato
Paul Linnet and Sue Hendra

Jungle Books
Various Authors
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The Rainbow Fish
Marcus Pfister

Reception

Dear Zoo
Rod Campbell

Funny Bones
Janet Ahlberg and Allan
Ahlberg

The Gruffalo
Julia Donaldson

Labels and captions

Postcards – What I
saw…

Through My Window
Tony Bradman

Recounts
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Jasper’s Beanstalk
Nick Butterworth
Tadpole’s Promise
Jeanne Willis

Instructions
Information Texts
Seed diaries

Fairy tales
Various Authors

Story writing and speech
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KS1 and KS2 Overview
Research Project 1
A Cloudy Lesson
(Film - Literacy shed)
Man on the moon
Simon Bartram
Toys in Space
Mini Grey
Beegu
Alexis Deacon
Year 1

Puff the Magic Dragon
Lenny Lipton and Peter
Yarrow
List poems
Various

Research Project 3

Research Project 4

Research Project 5

Pirates Love Underpants
Claire Freedman
The Jolly Christmas
Postman
Janet Ahlberg and Allan
Ahlberg
Poems About Festivals
Brian Moses, Kristina
Swarner & Various Poets

A Journey Through:
Space
Steve Parker & John
Haslam
To form simple sentence
and compound
sentences (e.g.
captions)
Character descriptions
Setting descriptions

Year 2

Research Project 2

The Human Body Odyssey
Dominic Walliman
Great Women Who Worked
Wonders
Kate Pankhurst
You Choose
Pippa Goodhart

The Night Pirates
Peter Harris
The Pirates are Coming
John Condon
A First Book of the Sea
Nicola Davies & Emily
Sutton

Rumble in the Jungle
Giles Andreae
Rainforest Adventure
Tony Mitton
Handa’s Surprise
Eileen Browne

Letter writing
Instructions
Recount

Character descriptions
Setting descriptions
Writing a story
Poetry

Character descriptions
Setting descriptions
Poetry
Recount
Retelling a story

Owl Babies
Martin Waddell

Katie Morag Series
Mairi Hedderwick

Anthony Browne Series
Anthony Browne

Mr Bunny’s Chocolate
Factory
Elys Dolan

The Owl Who Was Afraid
of the Dark
Jill Tomlinson

All About Scotland Discovering the United
Kingdom
Susan Harrison

Battle Bunny
Jon Scieszka and Mac
Barnett

Poetry
Instructions
Letter writing
Recount
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James and the Giant
Peach
Roald Dahl
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The Children's Book of
Healthy Habits
Sophie Giles

Nocturnal Animals
Poems
Various

Tuesday
David Wiesner
Lizzie and the Birds
Dawn Robertson and Mick
Robertson

Perfectly Peculiar Pets
Elli Woollard & Anja
Boretzki

The Queen’s Hat
Steve Antony
This is London
Miroslav Šašek

Being a Bee
Lucy Davey
Character descriptions
Narrative
List poem
Flow chart
Explanation
Instructions

George’s Marvellous
Medicine
Roald Dahl

Year 3

The True Story of the 3
Little Pigs
Jon Scieszka
Hey, Little Ant
Phillip and Hannah
Hoose

Non-chronological reports.
Character descriptions
Story
Poetry
Presentation

How to Train Your
Dragon
Cressida Cowell
The Boy Who Grew
Dragons
Andy Shepherd
Pandora’s box
Hesiod
Meet the Ancient Greeks
James Davies

Letter Writing
Character descriptions
Emails
Story

Arthur and the Golden Rope
Joe Todd Standen
Billy and Minpins
Roald Dahl
Victorians:
Fair's Fair
Leon Garfield
Reel History: Working life in
Bolton cotton mills
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/av/ukengland-manchester-13561630/reelhistory-working-life-in-bolton-cotton-mills
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Non-chronological reports.
Flow Charts
Explanation
Character description
Story

The Scarab's Secret
Nick Would
The Time-travelling Cat
and the Egyptian Goddess
Julia Jarman
Egypt Magnified
David Long
Tadeo Jones
(Literacy Shed)

Instructions
Character Description
Explanation
Letter
Newspaper Report
Story
Information Booklet

Toby Alone
Timothee de Fombelle
Jim and the Beanstalk
Raymond Briggs
Jack and the Baked
Beanstalk
Colin Stimpson
I am the Seed that Grew
the Tree
Fiona Waters
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Instructions
Persuasive writing
Recipes
Letters
Stories with persuasive
themes

Year 4

Myths and Legends
Narrative Writing
Character emotions
1st person retelling
Non Chronological report
Poetry
Information Text
Diary Entry
Informal Letter

Diary Entry
Recount
Concrete poetry, carving
chosen words for feelings/
performance poetry
Adventure Stories

Information texts
Traditional Stories
Instructions
Poetry –
Shape poems

King of the Cloud Forests
Michael Morpurgo

Romans on the
Rampage
Jeremy Strong

The Wind in the Willows
Kenneth Grahame

Street Child
Berlie Doherty

Romulus and Remus
Roman Mythology

The Black Hat
(Literacy Shed)

Major Glad, Major Dizzy
Jan Oke and Ian Nolan

Meet the Ancient
Romans
James Davies

Once in a Lifetime
(Literacy Shed)

A Street Through Time: A
12,000-Year Walk Through
History
Steve Noon

So You Think You've
Got It Bad: A Kid's Life
in Ancient Rome
Chae Strathie & Marisa
Morea

Character, plot and setting.
Information Texts
Non-Chronological reports
Setting description
Diary writing

Run Wild
Gill Lewis
Where Zebras Go
Sue Hardy-Dawson

Step Inside Homes Through
History
Goldie Hawk & Sarah Gibb

Race to the Frozen North:
The Matthew Henson
Story
Catherine Johnson
Survivors
David Long & Kerry
Hyndman
Earth Shattering Events
Sophie Williams & Robin
Jacobs
Escape from Pompeii
Christina Balit
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Stone Age Boy
Satoshi Kitamura
How to Wash a Woolly
Mammoth
Michelle Robinson and
Kate Hindley
Stone Age Tablet
Andrew Langley
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Recount
Information texts – nonchronological report on
the Roman Empire
Facts / opinions
Narrative Story – using
historical
words/characters and
settings
Myths and legends Retell of Romulus and
Remus
Cosmic
Frank Cottrell Boyce
The Jamie Drake
Equation
Christopher Edge

Year 5

The Skies Above My
Eyes
Charlotte Guillain &
Yuval Zommer
Dr Maggie's Grand
Tour of the Solar
System
Dr Maggie AderinPocock

Narrative
Character Description
Figurative language
Setting description
Emotions
Non-Chronological Reports
Poetry (animals)
Recount of ‘Our back field’
trip
Discussion and debate on
habitats
Invent a habitat

Information texts
Setting description – figurative
language
Comparisons – old and new
houses
Diary Entry
Narrative
Non-chronological report

Queen of the Falls
Chris Van Allsburg

Beowulf
Michael Morpurgo

Journey to the River Sea
Eva Ibbotson

Cogheart
Peter Bunzl

Floodland
Marcus Sedgwick

Horrible Jobs of the
Industrial Revolution
Leon Gray

Rhythm of the Rain
Grahame Baker-Smith
The Rainmaker Danced
John Agard

Water cycle poem
Newspaper reports
Diary entries/Eye witness
account
Non-chronological report
Adventure story (related to a
natural disaster)
Persuasive texts –
encouraging people to visit
places in Europe

The Raven
Edgar Allan Poe

Eye of the Storm
(Literacy shed)
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The Buried Crown
Ally Sherrick
Freedom for Bron: The
Boy Who Saved a
Kingdom
N. S. Blackman
You Wouldn't Want to be
an Anglo-Saxon Peasant!
Jacqueline Morley & David
Antram

Narrative – writing a
climax
Non-Chronological report
Instructions
Performance poems –
Stone age rhymes using
key Stone age words
Stories with a historical
setting
Character/setting
descriptions
Diary entries

Who Let the Gods Out?
Maz Evans
Viking Boy
Tony Bradman
Odd and the Frost
Giants
Neil Gaiman
Vikings in 30 Seconds
Philip Steele
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Spaced Out
James Carter, Brian
Moses & Various Poets

Information text
Narrative
Non-fiction reports
Persuasion
Poetry

Pig Heart Boy
Malorie Blackman
The Bubble Boy
Stewart Foster
Year 6

Body: The Ultimate
Guide
Dr Kristina Routh
Illumanatomy
Ms. Kate Davies &
Carnovsky

Fantasy narrative
Setting description
Character description
Flashback
Diary entry
Pathetic fallacy
Poetry
Information text

Letters from the
Lighthouse
Emma Carroll
Once
Morris Gleitzman
When Hitler Stole Pink
Rabbit
Judith Kerr
Oranges in No Man's
Land
Elizabeth Laird

Diary Entry
Newspaper report
Journalistic writing
Balanced argument
Letters

Gaslight
Eloise Williams

Personification
Internal monologue
Poetry
Performance poetry
Instructional writing
Narrative
Persuasion

Wonder
R.J. Palacio

Wild Boy
Rob Lloyd Jones

Overheard in a Tower
Block
Joseph Coelho & Kate
Milner

Twelve Minutes to Midnight
Christopher Edge

The Jabberwocky
Lewis Carroll

A You Wouldn't Want To Be:
A Victorian Schoolchild
John Malam

The Highwayman
Alfred Noyes

Beyond the Lines
Literacy Shed
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The Sound Collector
Roger McGough

Journalistic writing
Newspaper Article
Kennings
Biographical Writing
Setting Description
3rd Person Narrative
Non-fiction reports
Debate

Phoenix
Book by S. F. Said
Pandora
Literacy Shed
Titanium
Literacy Shed
Little Freak
Literacy Shed
Alma
Literacy Shed
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Non-chronological
reports
Diary entry
Biography
Instructions
Letters
Balanced argument

Letters
News report
Diary Entry
Narrative
Information text
Instructional writing

Diary entries
Information texts
Newspaper reports
Balanced argument
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Poetry
Ballads and Kennings

Short descriptive texts
Narrative
Instructions
News reports
Persuasive leaflets
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Mini Moorgate
Research Project 1
Research Project 2
Research Project 3
Research Project 4
Research Project 5
Under the EYFS Framework, we would primarily follow the children’s interests. Therefore, the research project titles below are subject to change
and only to be used as a guide.
Books

We’re Going on a Bear
Hunt
Michael Rosen

Phonics

Feely books
Rhymes
Various Authors

Goldilocks and the Three
Bears
Nicola Baxter

The Very Hungry
Caterpillar
Eric Carle

Goose on the Loose
Phil Roxbee Cox

Dear Zoo
Rod Campbell

Old McDonald
The Three Little Pigs
Various Authors

Phase 1 Phonics
Throughout the year, the children will be assessed against these EYFS statements.

8-20
Months

Listening and Attention
 Moves whole bodies to sounds they enjoy, such as music or a regular beat.
 Has a strong exploratory impulse.
 Concentrates intently on an object or activity of own choosing for short periods.
 Pays attention to dominant stimulus – easily distracted by noises or other people talking.
Understanding
 Developing the ability to follow others’ body language, including pointing and gesture.
 Responds to the different things said when in a familiar context with a special person (e.g. ‘Where’s Mummy? ‘‘Where’s your nose?’).
 Understanding of single words in context is developing, e.g. ‘cup’, ‘milk’, ‘daddy’.
Speaking
 Uses sounds in play, e.g. ‘brrrm’ for toy car.
 Uses single words.
 Frequently imitates words and sounds.
 Enjoys babbling and increasingly experiments with using sounds and words to communicate for a range of purposes (e.g. teddy, more, no, bye-bye.)
 Uses pointing with eye gaze to make requests, and to share an interest.
 Creates personal words as they begin to develop language.
Reading
 Handles books and printed material with interest.
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16-26
Months

22-36
Months

Writing
 Children’s later writing is based on skills and understandings, which they develop as babies and toddlers. Before they can write, they need to learn to
use spoken language to communicate. Later they learn to write down the words they can say. (See the roots of Writing in Communication and
Language).
 Early mark making is not the same as writing. It is a sensory and physical experience for babies and toddlers, which they do not yet connect to forming
symbols which can communicate meaning.(See roots of mark-making and handwriting in Playing and exploring and Physical Development).
Listening and Attention
 Listens to and enjoys rhythmic patterns in rhymes and stories.
 Enjoys rhymes and demonstrates listening by trying to join in with actions or vocalisations.
 Rigid attention – may appear not to hear.
Understanding
 Selects familiar objects by name and will go and find objects when asked, or identify objects from a group.
 Understands simple sentences (e.g. ‘Throw the ball.’)
Speaking
 Copies familiar expressions, e.g. ‘Oh dear’, ‘All gone’.
 Beginning to put two words together (e.g. ‘want ball’, ‘more juice’).
 Uses different types of everyday words (nouns, verbs and adjectives, e.g. banana, go, sleep, hot).
 Beginning to ask simple questions.
 Beginning to talk about people and things that are not present.
Reading
 Interested in books and rhymes and may have favourites.
Writing
 Children’s later writing is based on skills and understandings which they develop as babies and toddlers. Before they can write, they need to learn to
use spoken language to communicate. Later they learn to write down the words they can say. (See the roots of Writing in Communication and
Language).
 Early mark-making is not the same as writing. It is a sensory and physical experience for babies and toddlers, which they do not yet connect to forming
symbols which can communicate meaning.(See roots of mark-making and handwriting in Playing and exploring and Physical Development).
Listening and Attention
 Listens with interest to the noises adults make when they read stories.
 Recognises and responds to many familiar sounds, e.g. turning to a knock on the door, looking at or going to the door.
 Shows interest in play with sounds, songs and rhymes.
 Single channelled attention. Can shift to a different task if attention fully obtained – using child’s name helps focus.
Understanding
 Identifies action words by pointing to the right picture, e.g., “Who’s jumping?”
 Understands more complex sentences, e.g. ‘Put your toys away and then we’ll read a book.’
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Understands ‘who’, ‘what’, ‘where’ in simple questions (e.g. Who’s that/can? What’s that? Where is.?).
Developing understanding of simple concepts (e.g. big/little).

Speaking
 Uses language as a powerful means of widening contacts, sharing feelings, experiences and thoughts.
 Holds a conversation, jumping from topic to topic.
 Learns new words very rapidly and is able to use them in communicating.
 Uses gestures, sometimes with limited talk, e.g. reaches toward toy, saying ‘I have it’.
 Uses a variety of questions (e.g. what, where, who)

Uses simple sentences (e.g.’Mummy gonna work.’)
 Beginning to use word endings (e.g. going, cats).
Reading
 Has some favourite stories, rhymes, songs, poems or jingles.
 Repeats words or phrases from familiar stories.
 Fills in the missing word or phrase in a known rhyme, story or game, e.g.’Humpty Dumpty sat on …
Writing
 Distinguishes between the different marks they make.

12
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Nursery N
Research Project 1
Research Project 2
Research Project 3
Research Project 4
Research Project 5
Under the EYFS Framework, we would primarily follow the children’s interests. Therefore, the research project titles below are subject to change
and only to be used as a guide.
Book Title

Favourite Rhymes
Various Authors

Crunch, Munch
Dinosaur Lunch
Paul Bright

Jack and the Beanstalk
Ronne Randall

The Very Hungry
Caterpillar
Eric Carle

Giraffes Can’t Dance
Giles Andreae

Phase 1 Phonics

Phase 1 Phonics

Phase 1 Phonics

Phase 2 Phonics

Phase 2 Phonics

Phonics

Nursery C
Research Project 1
Research Project 2
Research Project 3
Research Project 4
Research Project 5
Under the EYFS Framework, we would primarily follow the children’s interests. Therefore, the research project titles below are subject to change
and only to be used as a guide.
Book Title

Favourite Rhymes
Various Authors
Giraffes Can’t Dance
Giles Andreae

The Gingerbread Man
Mairi MacKinnon

Space Fact Books
Various Authors

Supertato
Paul Linnet and Sue Hendra

Jungle Books
Various Authors

Phase 1 Phonics

Phase 1 Phonics

Phase 2 Phonics

Phase 2 Phonics

Phonics
Phase 1 Phonics

Throughout the year, the children will be assessed against these EYFS statements.
30-50
Months

Listening and Attention
 Listens to others one to one or in small groups, when conversation interests them.
 Listens to stories with increasing attention and recall.
 Joins in with repeated refrains and anticipates key events and phrases in rhymes and stories.
 Focusing attention – still listen or do, but can shift own attention.
 Is able to follow directions (if not intently focused on own choice of activity).
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Understanding
 Understands use of objects (e.g. “What do we use to cut things?’)
 Shows understanding of prepositions such as ‘under’, ‘on top’, ‘behind’ by carrying out an action or selecting correct picture.
 Responds to simple instructions, e.g. to get or put away an object.
 Beginning to understand ‘why’ and ‘how’ questions.
Speaking
 Beginning to use more complex sentences to link thoughts (e.g. using and, because).
 Can retell a simple past event in correct order (e.g. went down slide, hurt finger).
 Uses talk to connect ideas, explain what is happening and anticipate what might happen next, recall and relive past experiences.
 Questions why things happen and gives explanations. Asks e.g. who, what, when, how.
 Uses a range of tenses (e.g. play, playing, will play, played)
 Uses intonation, rhythm and phrasing to make the meaning clear to others.
 Uses vocabulary focused on objects and people that are of particular importance to them.
 Builds up vocabulary that reflects the breadth of their experiences.
 Uses talk in pretending that objects stand for something else in play, e,g, ‘This box is my castle.’
Reading
 Enjoys rhyming and rhythmic activities.
 Shows awareness of rhyme and alliteration.
 Recognises rhythm in spoken words.
 Listens to and joins in with stories and poems, one-to-one and also in small groups.
 Joins in with repeated refrains and anticipates key events and phrases in rhymes and stories.
 Beginning to be aware of the way stories are structured.
 Suggests how the story might end.
 Listens to stories with increasing attention and recall.
 Describes main story settings, events and principal characters.
 Shows interest in illustrations and print in books and print in the environment.
 Recognises familiar words and signs such as own name and advertising logos.
 Looks at books independently.
 Handles books carefully.
 Knows information can be relayed in the form of print.
 Holds books the correct way up and turns pages.
 Knows that print carries meaning and, in English, is read from left to right and top to bottom.
Writing
 Sometimes gives meaning to marks as they draw and paint.
 Ascribes meanings to marks that they see in different places.
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Reception
Research Project 1
Research Project 2
Research Project 3
Research Project 4
Research Project 5
Under the EYFS Framework, we would primarily follow the children’s interests. Therefore, the research project titles below are subject to change
and only to be used as a guide.
Book Title

The Rainbow Fish
Marcus Pfister

Dear Zoo
Rod Campbell

Funny Bones
Janet Ahlberg and Allan
Ahlberg

The Gruffalo
Julia Donaldson

Through My Window
Tony Bradman

Phonic
Phase
Phase 1
Rhyme, alliteration, syllables
and initial sounds
Phase 2
s, a, t, p

Phase 2
i,n, m, d, g, o, c, k, ck, e, u, r

Phase 2/3
h, b, f, ff, ll, ss, l, j, v, w, x, y

Tricky Words
I, no, to, the

Tricky Words
go, into

Jasper’s Beanstalk
Nick Butterworth
Tadpole’s Promise
Jeanne Willis

Phase 3
z, z, qu, ch, sh, th, ng, ai, ee,
igh, oa, oo, oo, ar, or, ur, ow,
oi, ear, air
Tricky Words
we, me, be, was, my, you,
they, her, all

Fairy tales
Various Authors

Phase 3/4
ure, er
Tricky Words
are, said, so, have, like,
some, come, little, do, what

Spelling
I, no, go, to , into, the
Writing /
Text Types

40-60
Months

Labels and captions

I, no, go, to , into, the

Instructions of how to cook
and make different things.
Postcards – What I saw…
Information Texts
Seed diaries
Throughout the year, the children will be assessed against these EYFS statements.
Recounts when people came
to visit and the job they do

Listening and Attention
 Maintains attention, concentrates and sits quietly during appropriate activity.
 Two-channelled attention – can listen and do for short span.
Understanding

15

he, she, we, me, was, you,
they, all, are, my, her

Story writing and speech.
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Early
Learning
Goal

 Responds to instructions involving a two-part sequence.
 Understands humour, e.g. nonsense rhymes, jokes.
 Able to follow a story without pictures or props
 Listens and responds to ideas expressed by others in conversation or discussion.
Speaking
 Extends vocabulary, especially by grouping and naming, exploring the meaning and sounds of new words.
 Uses language to imagine and recreate roles and experiences in play situations.
 Links statements and sticks to a main theme or intention.
 Uses talk to organise, sequence and clarify thinking, ideas, feelings and events.
 Introduces a storyline or narrative into their play.
Reading
 Continues a rhyming string.

Hears and says the initial sound in words.

Can segment the sounds in simple words and blend them together and knows which letters represent some of them.
 Links sounds to letters, naming and sounding the letters of the alphabet.
 Begins to read words and simple sentences.
 Uses vocabulary and forms of speech that are increasingly influenced by their experiences of books.
 Enjoys an increasing range of books.

Knows that information can be retrieved from books and computers.
Writing
 Gives meaning to marks they make as they draw, write and paint.
 Begins to break the flow of speech into words.

Continues a rhyming string.
 Hears and says the initial sounding words.

Can segment the sounds in simple words and blend them together

Links sounds to letters, naming and sounding the letters of the alphabet.
 Uses some clearly identifiable letters to communicate meaning, representing some sounds correctly and in sequence.

Writes own name and other things such as labels, captions.
 Attempts to write short sentences in meaningful contexts.
Listening and Attention
ELG - Children listen attentively in a range of situations. They listen to stories, accurately anticipating key events and respond to what they hear with relevant
comments, questions or actions. They give their attention to what others say and respond appropriately, while engaged in another activity.
Understanding
ELG - Children follow instructions involving several ideas or actions. They answer ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions about their experiences and in response to stories
or events.
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Exceeding
Early
Learning
Goal

Speaking
ELG - Children express themselves effectively, showing awareness of listeners’ needs. They use past, present and future forms accurately when talking about
events that have happened or are to happen in the future. They develop their own narratives and explanations by connecting ideas or events.
Reading
ELG - Children read and understand simple sentences. They use phonic knowledge to decode regular words and read them aloud accurately. They also read
some common irregular words. They demonstrate understanding when talking with others about what they have read.
Writing
ELG - Children use their phonic knowledge to write words in ways which match their spoken sounds. They also write some irregular common words. They write
simple sentences which can be read by themselves and others. Some words are spelt correctly and others are phonetically plausible.
Listening and Attention
EXC - Children listen to instructions and follow them accurately, asking for clarification if necessary. They listen attentively with sustained concentration to follow
a story without pictures or props and can listen in a larger group for example, at assembly.
Understanding
EXC - After listening to stories children can express views about events or characters in the story and answer questions about why things happened. They can
carry out instructions which contain several parts in a sequence.
Speaking
EXC - Children show some awareness of the listener by making changes to language and non-verbal features. They recount experiences and imagine
possibilities often connecting ideas. They use a range of vocabulary in imaginative ways to add information, express ideas or to explain or justify actions or
events.
Reading
EXC - Children can read phonically regular words of more than one syllable as well as many irregular but high frequency words. They use phonics, semantic
and syntactic knowledge to understand unfamiliar vocabulary. They can describe the main events un the simple stories they have read.
Writing
EXC - Children can spell phonically regular words of more than one syllable as well as many irregular but high frequency words. They use key features of
narrative in their own writing
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Research Project 1
A Cloudy Lesson
(Film - Literacy shed)
Man on the moon
Simon Bartram
Toys in Space
Mini Grey

Text/
Media

Beegu
Alexis Deacon
A Journey Through:
Space
Steve Parker & John
Haslam

Research Project 2

The Jolly Christmas
Postman
Janet Ahlberg and Allan
Ahlberg
Poems About Festivals
Brian Moses, Kristina
Swarner & Various Poets

Year 1
Research Project 3

The Human Body
Odyssey
Dominic Walliman
Great Women Who
Worked Wonders
Kate Pankhurst
You Choose
Pippa Goodhart

Research Project 4
Pirates Love
Underpants
Claire Freedman
The Night Pirates
Peter Harris
The Pirates are Coming
John Condon
A First Book of the Sea
Nicola Davies & Emily
Sutton

Research Project 5

Rumble in the Jungle
Giles Andreae
Rainforest Adventure
Tony Mitton
Handa’s Surprise
Eileen Browne

Handwriting is taught each week using pre-cursive letter formation (Letter Join)

Spoken
Language
(National
Curriculum
Objectives)

Writing
Composition















Listen and respond appropriately to adults and their peers
Ask relevant questions to extend their understanding and knowledge
Use relevant strategies to build their vocabulary
Articulate and justify answers, arguments and opinions
Give well-structured descriptions, explanations and narratives for different purposes, including for expressing feelings.
Maintain attention and participate actively in collaborative conversations, staying on topic and initiating and responding to comments
Use spoken language to develop understanding through speculating, hypothesising, imagining and exploring ideas
Speak audibly and fluently with an increasing command of Standard English
Participate in discussions, presentations, performances, role play/improvisations and debates
Gain, maintain and monitor the interest of the listener(s)
Consider and evaluate different viewpoints, attending to and building on the contributions of others
Select and use appropriate registers for effective communication
Write sentences by:
- saying out loud what they are going to write about
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(National
Curriculum
Objectives)

Writing/ Text
Types

- composing a sentence orally before writing it
- sequencing sentences to form short narratives
- re-reading what they have written to check that it makes sense
 Discuss what they have written with the teacher or other pupils
 Read their writing aloud clearly enough to be heard by their peers and the teacher
To form simple sentence
and compound sentences
(e.g. captions)
Character descriptions
Setting descriptions

Poetry
Instructions
Letter writing
Recount

Letter writing
Instructions
Recount

Character descriptions
Setting descriptions
Writing a story
Poetry

Character descriptions
Setting descriptions
Poetry
Recount
Retelling a story

Phase 4
CCVC (e.g. from, stop, frog)
Re-cap Phase 2
( s, a, t, p, i, n, m, d, g, o, c,
k, ck, e, u, r, h, b, f, ff, l, ll,
ss)

Phonic
Phase

Phase 2 Tricky Words
(to, the, no, go, I, into)
Phase 3
(j, v, w, x, y, z, zz, qu, ch,
sh, th, ng, ai, ee, igh, oa,
oo, ar, or, ur, ow, oi, ear,
air, ure, er)
Phase 3 Tricky Words
(he, she, we, me, be, was,
you, they, all, are, my, her)

Phase 4
CVCC – using phase 3
graphemes (e.g. chimp, tenth,
chest)
Phase 3
(j, v, w, x, y, z, zz, qu, ch, sh,
th, ng, ai, ee, igh, oa, oo, ar,
or, ur, ow, oi, ear, air, ure, er)
Phase 3 Tricky Words
(he, she, we, me, be, was,
you, they, all, are, my, her)
Phase 4
CVCC (e.g. bent, tent, belt)

Phase 4
CCV & CCVC – using phase 3
graphemes (e.g. green, fresh,
spear)
Phase 4
CCVCC (e.g. stand, trend,
spend)
Phase 4
CCVCC, CCCVC, CCCVCC
(e.g. Grinch, trench, shrink)
Phase 4
polysyllabic words (e.g.
children, helpdesk, windmill)
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Phase 5
(ay, ou, ie, ea, oy, ir, ue, aw,
wh, ph, ew, oe, au, ey, a-e,
e-e, i-e, o-e, u-e)
Phase 5 Tricky Words (oh,
their, people, Mr, Mrs,
looked, called, asked, could)
Read words containing –s, es, -ing, -ed, -er and –est
endings
Read words containing
contractions

Phase 5
(ay, ou, ie, ea, oy, ir, ue, aw,
wh, ph, ew, oe, au, ey, a-e,
e-e, i-e, o-e, u-e)

Phase 5 Tricky Words
(oh, their, people, Mr, Mrs,
looked, called, asked, could)
Read words containing –s, es, -ing, -ed, -er and –est
endings
Read words containing
contractions
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Phase 4 Tricky Words
(said, have, like, so, do, some,
come, were, there, little, one)
Word Reading
 Apply phonic knowledge and skills as the route to decode words
 Respond speedily with the correct sound to graphemes (letters or groups of letters) for all 40+ phonemes, including, where applicable, alternative sounds
for graphemes
 Read accurately by blending sounds in unfamiliar words containing GPCs that have been taught
 Read common exception words, noting unusual correspondences between spelling and sound and where these occur in the word
 Read words containing taught GPCs and –s, –es, –ing, –ed, –er and –est endings
 Read other words of more than one syllable that contain taught GPCs
 Read words with contractions, and understand that the apostrophe represents the omitted letter(s)
 Read books aloud, accurately that are consistent with their developing phonic knowledge and that do not require them to use other strategies to work out
words
 Reread these books to build up their fluency and confidence in word reading.
Reading
Knowledge
(National
Curriculum
Objectives)

Comprehension
 Develop pleasure in reading, motivation to read, vocabulary and understanding by:
- listening to and discussing a wide range of poems, stories and non-fiction at a level beyond that at which they can read independently
- being encouraged to link what they read or hear to their own experiences
- becoming very familiar with key stories, fairy stories and traditional tales, retelling them and considering their particular characteristics
- recognising and joining in with predictable phrases
- learning to appreciate rhymes and poems, and to recite some by heart
- discussing word meanings, linking new meanings to those already known
 Understand both the books they can already read accurately and fluently and those they listen to by
- drawing on what they already know or on background information and vocabulary provided by the teacher
- checking that the text makes sense to them as they read and correcting inaccurate reading
- discussing the significance of the title and events
- making inferences on the basis of what is being said and done
- predicting what might happen on the basis of what has been read so far
 Participate in discussion about what is read to them, taking turns and listening to what others say
 Explain clearly their understanding of what is read to them
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Reading Skill

Spelling

Vocabulary,
Grammar
and
Punctuation

 Retrieval questions
(focus)
 Sequencing
 Predicting
 Vocabulary
 Spell words containing
each of the 40+
phonemes (See above)
 Spell tricky words (See
above)
 Spell common
exception words (the, a,
do, to, today, of, said,
says, are, were, was, is,
his, has, I, you, your,
they, be, he, me, she,
we, no, go, so, by, my,
here, there, where,
love, come, some, one,
once, ask, friend,
school, put, push, pull,
full, house our)
 Separation of words
with spaces
Introduction to capital
letters, full stops,
question marks and
exclamation marks to
demarcate sentences
 How words can
combine to make
sentences

 Retrieval questions
 Making simple inferences
based on what is read to
them (focus)
 Sequencing
 Predicting
 Vocabulary
 Spell words containing
each of the 40+ phonemes
(See above)
 Spell tricky words (See
above)
 Spell common exception
words (the, a, do, to,
today, of, said, says, are,
were, was, is, his, has, I,
you, your, they, be, he,
me, she, we, no, go, so,
by, my, here, there, where,
love, come, some, one,
once, ask, friend, school,
put, push, pull, full, house
our)
 Sequencing sentences to
form short narratives
 Separation of words with
spaces
 Introduction to capital
letters, full stops, question
marks and exclamation
marks to demarcate
sentences






Retrieval questions
Sequencing (focus)
Predicting
Making simple inferences
based on what is read to
them
 Vocabulary

 Spell words containing
each of the 40+ phonemes
(See above)
 Spell tricky words (See
above)
 Spell common exception
words
 Using the spelling rule for
adding –s or –es as the
plural marker for nouns

 Capital letters, full stops,
finger spaces, question
marks and exclamation
marks.
 Using a capital letter for
names of people, places,
the days of the week, and
the personal pronoun ‘I’
 Regular plural noun
suffixes –s or –es [for
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 Retrieval questions
 Sequencing
 Making simple inferences
based on what is read to
them
 Predicting (focus)
 Vocabulary

 Retrieval questions
 Making simple inferences
based on what is read to
them
 Sequencing
 Predicting
 Vocabulary
(Consolidation)

 Spell words containing
each of the 40+
phonemes (See above)
 Spell tricky words (See
above)
 Spell common exception
words
 Using the prefix –un
 Using –ing, -ed, -er, -est
where no change is
needed in the spelling of
root words (E.G. helping,
helped, helper, eating,
quicker, quickest)

 Spell words containing
each of the 40+ phonemes
(See above)
 Spell tricky words (See
above)
 Spell common exception
words
 Using the prefix –un
 Using –ing, -ed, -er, -est
where no change is
needed in the spelling of
root words (E.G. helping,
helped, helper, eating,
quicker, quickest)

 Capital letters, full stops,
finger spaces, question
marks and exclamation
marks.
 Using a capital letter for
names of people, places,
the days of the week,
and the personal
pronoun ‘I’

 Capital letters, full stops,
finger spaces, question
marks and exclamation
marks.
 Using a capital letter for
names of people, places,
the days of the week, and
the personal pronoun ‘I’
 How the prefix un–
changes the meaning of
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 Joining words and
joining clauses using
‘and’

Read Write
Perform

 How words can combine to
make sentences

example, dog, dogs; wish,
wishes], including the
effects of these suffixes on
the meaning of the noun

Picture postcard
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 Suffixes that can be
added to verbs where no
change is needed in the
spelling of root words
(e.g. helping, helped,
helper)

verbs and adjectives
[negation, for example,
unkind, or undoing: untie
the boat]
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Research Project 1

Research Project 2

Year 2
Research Project 3

Anthony Browne Series
Anthony Browne

Owl Babies
Martin Waddell
Puff the Magic Dragon
Lenny Lipton and Peter
Yarrow
List poems
Various

Text/
Media

The Children's Book of
Healthy Habits
Sophie Giles

The Owl Who Was
Afraid of the Dark
Jill Tomlinson
Nocturnal Animals
Poems
Various

Research Project 4

Katie Morag Series
Mairi Hedderwick
All About Scotland Discovering the United
Kingdom
Susan Harrison

Perfectly Peculiar Pets
Elli Woollard & Anja
Boretzki

Battle Bunny
Jon Scieszka and Mac
Barnett
Tuesday
David Wiesner
Lizzie and the Birds
Dawn Robertson and Mick
Robertson
Being a Bee
Lucy Davey

Research Project 5

Mr Bunny’s Chocolate
Factory
Elys Dolan
James and the Giant
Peach
Roald Dahl
The Queen’s Hat
Steve Antony
This is London
Miroslav Šašek

Handwriting is taught each week using pre-cursive/cursive letter formation (Letter Join)

Spoken
Language
(National
Curriculum
Objectives)













Listen and respond appropriately to adults and their peers
Ask relevant questions to extend their understanding and knowledge
Use relevant strategies to build their vocabulary
Articulate and justify answers, arguments and opinions
Give well-structured descriptions, explanations and narratives for different purposes, including for expressing feelings.
Maintain attention and participate actively in collaborative conversations, staying on topic and initiating and responding to comments
Use spoken language to develop understanding through speculating, hypothesising, imagining and exploring ideas
Speak audibly and fluently with an increasing command of Standard English
Participate in discussions, presentations, performances, role play/improvisations and debates
Gain, maintain and monitor the interest of the listener(s)
Consider and evaluate different viewpoints, attending to and building on the contributions of others
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 Select and use appropriate registers for effective communication

Writing
Composition
(National
Curriculum
Objectives)

Writing/ Text
Types

 Develop positive attitudes towards and stamina for writing by:
- writing narratives about personal experiences and those of others (real and fictional)
- writing about real events
- writing poetry
- writing for different purposes
 Consider what they are going to write before beginning by:
- planning or saying out loud what they are going to write about
- writing down ideas and/or key words, including new vocabulary
- encapsulating what they want to say, sentence by sentence
 Make simple additions, revisions and corrections to their own writing by:
- evaluating their writing with the teacher and other pupils
- rereading to check that their writing makes sense and that verbs to indicate time are used correctly and consistently, including verbs in the
continuous form
- proofreading to check for errors in spelling, grammar and punctuation (for example, ends of sentences punctuated correctly)
 Read aloud what they have written with appropriate intonation to make the meaning clear

Character descriptions
Narrative
List poem
Flow chart
Explanation
Instructions

Phase 5 re-cap

Phonic
Phase

(Phase 2 - 5 according to
ability of children working
below/towards age related
expectations)

Non-chronological reports.
Character descriptions
Story
Poetry
Presentation

Phase 5 re-cap
Phase 6
Compound words
Plurals
Irregular past tense verbs
-ful / -less

Letter Writing
Character descriptions
Emails
Story

Non-chronological reports.
Flow Charts
Explanation
Character description
Story

Instructions
Character Description
Explanation
Letter
Newspaper Report
Story
Information Booklet

Phase 6

Phase 6

Phase 6

-ed / -ing
-ness
-ly
zh

-ier / er / est
Contractions
Months of year

Homophones
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le / el / al / il
(fable, camel, hospital, fossil)
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Read Common Exception
Words
(door, floor, poor, because,
find, kind, mind, behind,
child, children, wild, climb,
most)

Reading
Knowledge
(National
Curriculum
Objectives)

Read Common Exception
Words
(door, floor, poor, because,
find, kind, mind, behind,
child, children, wild, climb,
most, only, both, old, cold,
gold, hold, told, every,
everybody, even, great,
break, steak, pretty,
beautiful, after, fast, last,
past, father, Christmas)

Read Common Exception
Words
(door, floor, poor, because,
find, kind, mind, behind, child,
children, wild, climb, most,
only, both, old, cold, gold,
hold, told, every, everybody,
even, great, break, steak,
pretty, beautiful, after, fast,
last, past, father, class, grass,
pass, plant, path, bath, hour,
move, prove, improve,
Christmas)

Read Common Exception
Words
(door, floor, poor, because,
find, kind, mind, behind,
child, children, wild, climb,
most, only, both, old, cold,
gold, hold, told, every,
everybody, even, great,
break, steak, pretty,
beautiful, after, fast, last,
past, father, class, grass,
pass, plant, path, bath, hour,
move, prove, improve, sure,
sugar, eye, could, should,
would, who, whole, any,
many, clothes, busy, people,
water, again, half, money,
Mr, Mrs, parents, Christmas)

Common Exception Words
Consolidation

Word Reading
 Continue to apply phonic knowledge and skills as the route to decode words until automatic decoding has become embedded and reading is fluent
 Read accurately by blending the sounds in words that contain the graphemes taught so far, especially recognising alternative sounds for graphemes
 Read accurately words of two or more syllables that contain the same graphemes as above
 Read words containing common suffixes
 Read further common exception words, noting unusual correspondence between spelling and sound and where these occur in the word
 Read most words quickly and accurately, without overt sounding and blending, when they have been frequently encountered
 Read aloud books closely matched to their improving phonic knowledge, sounding out unfamiliar words accurately, automatically and without undue
hesitation
 Reread these books to build up their fluency and confidence in word reading.
Comprehension
 Develop pleasure in reading, motivation to read, vocabulary and understanding by
- listening to, discussing and expressing views about a wide range of contemporary and classic poetry, stories and non-fiction at a level beyond that
at which they can read independently
- discussing the sequence of events in books and how items of information are related
- becoming increasingly familiar with and retelling a wider range of stories, fairy stories and traditional tales
- being introduced to non-fiction books that are structured in different ways
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-







Reading Skill

Spelling



recognising simple recurring literary language in stories and poetry
discussing and clarifying the meanings of words, linking new meanings to known vocabulary
discussing their favourite words and phrases
continuing to build up a repertoire of poems learnt by heart, appreciating these and reciting some, with appropriate intonation to make the
meaning clear
Understand both the books that they can already read accurately and fluently and those that they listen to by
- drawing on what they already know or on background information and vocabulary provided by the teacher
- checking that the text makes sense to them as they read, and correcting inaccurate reading
- making inferences on the basis of what is being said and done
- answering and asking questions
- predicting what might happen on the basis of what has been read so far
Participate in discussion about books, poems and other works that are read to them and those that they can read for themselves, taking turns and listening
to what others say
Explain and discuss their understanding of books, poems and other material, both those that they listen to and those that they read for themselves.
Find and Copy
 Retrieval questions
 Summarise
 Predicting
 Reading skills consolidation
Find a word that means
 Sequencing
 True/False
 Explanation questions
 Linking texts
the same as…
 Multiple choice
 Vocabulary
 Vocabulary
Vocabulary
 Vocabulary
 Retelling
 Find a phrase that means
the same as

 Segmenting spoken words
into phonemes and
representing these by
graphemes, spelling many
correctly
 Spell common exception
words (door, floor, poor,
because, find, kind, mind,
behind, child, children,
wild, climb, most)
 Compound words
 Irregular past tense verbs

 Segmenting spoken words

 Segmenting spoken words

 Segmenting spoken words

 Segmenting spoken words

into phonemes and
representing these by
graphemes, spelling many
correctly
 Plurals
 Add suffixes to spell longer
words, including –ment,
–ness, –ful, –less, –ly
 Spell common exception
words (door, floor, poor,
because, find, kind, mind,
behind, child, children,
wild, climb, most, only,
both, old, cold, gold, hold,
told, every, everybody,

into phonemes and
representing these by
graphemes, spelling many
correctly
 Add suffixes to spell longer
words, including –ment,
–ness, –ful, –less, –ly
 Adding -ed / -ing
 Zh sound (sion)
 Learning the possessive
apostrophe (singular nouns)
 Spell common exception
words (door, floor, poor,
because, find, kind, mind,
behind, child, children, wild,

into phonemes and
representing these by
graphemes, spelling many
correctly
 -ier / er / est
 Contractions – learning to
spell more words with
contracted forms
 Words ending in –tion
 Months of year
 Spell common exception
words (door, floor, poor,
because, find, kind, mind,
behind, child, children,
wild, climb, most, only,

into phonemes and
representing these by
graphemes, spelling many
correctly
 Distinguishing between
homophones and nearhomophones
 Learning new ways of
spelling phonemes for which
1 or more spellings are
already known, and learn
some words with each
spelling, including a few
common homophones
 le / el / al / il
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even, great, break, steak,
pretty, beautiful, after, fast,
last, past, father,
Christmas)

Vocabulary,
Grammar
and
Punctuation

 Use of capital letters, full
stops, question marks
and exclamation marks
to demarcate sentences
 Subordination (using
when, if, that, because)
and co-ordination (using
or, and, but)
 How the grammatical
patterns in a sentence
indicate its function as a
statement, question,
exclamation or command
 Plurals
 Formation of nouns using
suffixes such as –ness,
–er and by compounding
[for example, whiteboard,
superman]

 Commas to separate
items in a list
 Expanded noun phrases
for description and
specification [for
example, the blue
butterfly, plain flour, the
man in the moon]
 Formation of nouns using
suffixes such as –ness,
–er and by compounding
[for example, whiteboard,
superman]
 Formation of adjectives
using suffixes such as –
ful, –less
 Use of the suffixes –er,
–est in adjectives and the
use of –ly in Standard
English to turn adjectives
into adverbs

climb, most, only, both, old,
cold, gold, hold, told, every,
everybody, even, great,
break, steak, pretty,
beautiful, after, fast, last,
past, father, class, grass,
pass, plant, path, bath, hour,
move, prove, improve,
Christmas)

 Correct choice and
consistent use of present
tense and past tense
throughout writing
 Use of the progressive
form of verbs in the
present and past tense to
mark actions in progress
[for example, she is
drumming, he was
shouting]
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both, old, cold, gold, hold,
told, every, everybody,
even, great, break, steak,
pretty, beautiful, after, fast,
last, past, father, class,
grass, pass, plant, path,
bath, hour, move, prove,
improve, sure, sugar, eye,
could, should, would, who,
whole, any, many, clothes,
busy, people, water, again,
half, money, Mr, Mrs,
parents, Christmas)
 Use of the suffixes –er, –
est in adjectives and the
use of –ly in Standard
English to turn adjectives
into adverbs
 Apostrophes to mark
where letters are missing
in spelling and to mark
singular possession in
nouns [for example, the
girl’s name]

(fable, camel, hospital,
fossil)
 Spell common exception
words - consolidation

 Consolidate and re-cap all
areas of Grammar
covered.
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Read Write
Perform

Christmas Letter
(Linked with Year 5)

Crazy Creatures
Animal Fact File
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Research Project 1

George’s Marvellous
Medicine
Roald Dahl
Text/
Media

The True Story of the 3
Little Pigs
Jon Scieszka
Hey, Little Ant
Phillip and Hannah
Hoose

Research Project 2

How to Train Your
Dragon
Cressida Cowell
The Boy Who Grew
Dragons
Andy Shepherd
Pandora’s box
Hesiod
Meet the Ancient Greeks
James Davies

Year 3
Research Project 3
Arthur and the Golden
Rope
Joe Todd Standen
Billy and Minpins
Roald Dahl
Victorians:
Fair's Fair
Leon Garfield
Reel History: Working life
in Bolton cotton mills
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news
/av/uk-england-manchester13561630/reel-historyworking-life-in-boltoncotton-mills

Research Project 4

Research Project 5

The Scarab's Secret
Nick Would

Toby Alone
Timothee de Fombelle

The Time-travelling Cat
and the Egyptian
Goddess
Julia Jarman

Jim and the Beanstalk
Raymond Briggs

Egypt Magnified
David Long
Tadeo Jones
(Literacy Shed)

Jack and the Baked
Beanstalk
Colin Stimpson
I am the Seed that Grew
the Tree
Fiona Waters

Handwriting is taught each week using pre-cursive/cursive letter formation (Letter Join)

Spoken
Language
(National
Curriculum
Objectives)












Listen and respond appropriately to adults and their peers
Ask relevant questions to extend their understanding and knowledge
Use relevant strategies to build their vocabulary
Articulate and justify answers, arguments and opinions
Give well-structured descriptions, explanations and narratives for different purposes, including for expressing feelings.
Maintain attention and participate actively in collaborative conversations, staying on topic and initiating and responding to comments
Use spoken language to develop understanding through speculating, hypothesising, imagining and exploring ideas
Speak audibly and fluently with an increasing command of Standard English
Participate in discussions, presentations, performances, role play/improvisations and debates
Gain, maintain and monitor the interest of the listener(s)
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Writing
Composition
(National
Curriculum
Objectives)

Writing/ Text
Types

Reading
Knowledge
(National
Curriculum
Objectives)

 Consider and evaluate different viewpoints, attending to and building on the contributions of others
 Select and use appropriate registers for effective communication
 Plan their writing by:
- discussing writing similar to that which they are planning to write in order to understand and learn from its structure, vocabulary and grammar
- discussing and recording ideas
 Draft and write by:
- composing and rehearsing sentences orally (including dialogue), progressively building a varied and rich vocabulary and an increasing range of
sentence structures
- organising paragraphs around a theme
- in narratives, creating settings, characters and plot
- in non-narrative material, using simple organisational devices
 Evaluate and edit by:
- assessing the effectiveness of their own and others’ writing and suggesting improvements
- proposing changes to grammar and vocabulary to improve consistency, including the accurate use of pronouns in sentences
 Proofread for spelling and punctuation errors
 Read their own writing aloud, to a group or the whole class, using appropriate intonation and controlling the tone and volume so that the meaning is clear.
Myths and Legends
Narrative Writing
Instructions
Diary Entry
Character, plot and setting.
Character emotions
Information texts
Persuasive writing
Recount
Information Texts
1st person retelling
Traditional Stories
Recipes
Concrete poetry, carving
Non-Chronological reports
Non Chronological report
Instructions
Letters
chosen words for feelings/
Setting description
Poetry
Poetry –
Stories with persuasive
performance poetry.
Diary writing
Information Text
Shape poems
themes
Adventure Stories
Diary Entry
Informal Letter
Word Reading
 Apply their growing knowledge of root words, prefixes and suffixes (etymology and morphology), both to read aloud and to understand the meaning of new
words they meet
 Read further exception words, noting the unusual correspondences between spelling and sound, and where these occur in the word.
Comprehension
 Develop positive attitudes to reading, and an understanding of what they read, by:
- listening to and discussing a wide range of fiction, poetry, plays, non-fiction and reference books or textbooks
- reading books that are structured in different ways and reading for a range of purposes
- using dictionaries to check the meaning of words that they have read
- increasing their familiarity with a wide range of books, including fairy stories, myths and legends, and retelling some of these orally
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Reading Skill






Spelling





- identifying themes and conventions in a wide range of books
- preparing poems and play scripts to read aloud and to perform, showing understanding through intonation, tone, volume and action
- discussing words and phrases that capture the reader’s interest and imagination
- recognising some different forms of poetry
Understand what they read, in books they can read independently, by
- checking that the text makes sense to them, discussing their understanding and explaining the meaning of words in context
- asking questions to improve their understanding of a text
- drawing inferences such as inferring characters' feelings, thoughts and motives from their actions, and justifying inferences with evidence
- predicting what might happen from details stated and implied
- identifying main ideas drawn from more than 1 paragraph and summarising these
- identifying how language, structure, and presentation contribute to meaning
Retrieve and record information from non-fiction
Participate in discussion about both books that are read to them and those they can read for themselves, taking turns and listening to what others say.
Find and Copy
 Retrieval questions
 Summarise
 Predicting
 Reading skills
consolidation
Find a word that means
 Sequencing
 True/False
 Explanation questions
 Linking texts
the same as…
 Multiple choice
 Vocabulary
 Vocabulary
Vocabulary
 Vocabulary
 Retelling
 Find a phrase that means
Retrieval questions
the same as
 Inference questions
 Inference questions
Review of Year 1 and 2
 The /ʌ/ sound spelt ou
 More prefixes:
 The /ɪ/ sound spelt y
 Endings which sound like
objectives (especially
young, touch, double,
ill – , im – ir –,
elsewhere than at the
/ʃən/, spelt –tion, –sion, –
adding suffixes)
trouble, country
re –, sub–, inter–, super–,
end of words
ssion, –cian
anti–, auto–
Adding suffixes
 More prefixes
 Words with endings
 Words with the /ʃ/ sound
 The suffix –ly
beginning with vowel
dis–, mis–, in–
sounding like /ʒə/ or /tʃə/
spelt ch (mostly French in
letters to words of more
measure, treasure,
origin)
 Possessive apostrophe
 The suffix –ous
than one syllable
creature, furniture
chef, chalet, machine,
with plural words
 The suffix –ation
brochure
Words with the /eɪ/
 Endings which sound like
 Words with the /s/ sound
 Words ending with the /g/
sound spelt ei, eigh, or
/ʒən/
 Homophones and nearspelt sc
sound spelt – gue and the
ey
division, invasion
homophones
science, scene, discipline
/k/ sound spelt –que
vein, weigh, eight,
league, antique
neighbour, they, obey
Words with the /k/
sound spelt ch
chorus, chemist
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Words to
Learn from
Year 3/4
Spelling List

Vocabulary,
Grammar and
Punctuation

Read Write
Perform

accident(ally), actual(ly), address, answer, appear, arrive, believe, bicycle, breath, breathe, build, busy/business, calendar, caught, centre, century, certain,
circle, complete, consider, continue, decide, describe, different, difficult, disappear, early, earth, eight/eighth, enough, exercise, experience, experiment,
extreme, famous, favourite, February, forward(s), fruit, grammar, group, guard, guide, heard, heart, height, history, imagine, increase, important, interest,
island
 Review of Basic Skills
 Expressing time, place
 Expressing time, place and  Expressing time, place
 Build on and New: Word
from year 2: Capital
and cause using
cause adverbs [for
and cause prepositions
families based on
letters, full stops, ! ?
conjunctions [for
example, then, next, soon,
[for example, before,
common words, showing
example, when, before,
therefore]
after, during, in, because
how words are related in
 Introduction to
after, while, so, because]
of]
form and meaning [for
paragraphs as a way to
 Use of the present perfect
example, solve, solution,

Introduction
to
inverted

Revisit
paragraphs
as
a
group related material
form of verbs instead of the
solver, dissolve,
commas
to
punctuate
simple
past
[for
example,
way
to
group
related
 Headings and subinsoluble]
He has gone out to play
direct speech : revisit at
material
headings to aid
contrasted with He went
later half terms
 Formation of nouns using
presentation
 Headings and subout to play]
a range of prefixes [for
headings to aid
 Word families based on
example super–, anti–,
 Build on and New: Word
presentation
common words,
auto–]
families based on common
showing how words are
words, showing how words
related in form and
are related in form and
meaning [for example,
meaning [for example,
solve, solution, solver,
solve, solution, solver,
dissolve, insoluble]
dissolve, insoluble]
 Use of the forms a or an
according to whether the
next word begins with a
consonant or a vowel [for
example, a rock, an open
box]
 Revisit paragraphs as a
way to group related
material
 Headings and subheadings to aid
presentation
Sports Manager
Motivational Speech

Planet Earth
Non-chronological report

Bedtime Stories
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Research Project 1

Research Project 2

Year 4
Research Project 3

Romans on the
Rampage
Jeremy Strong

The Wind in the Willows
Kenneth Grahame

Street Child
Berlie Doherty

Romulus and Remus
Roman Mythology

The Black Hat
(Literacy Shed)

Major Glad, Major Dizzy
Jan Oke and Ian Nolan

Meet the Ancient
Romans
James Davies

Once in a Lifetime
(Literacy Shed)

A Street Through Time: A
12,000-Year Walk Through
History
Steve Noon

Text/
Media

So You Think You've
Got It Bad: A Kid's Life
in Ancient Rome
Chae Strathie & Marisa
Morea

Run Wild
Gill Lewis
Where Zebras Go
Sue Hardy-Dawson

Step Inside Homes
Through History
Goldie Hawk & Sarah Gibb

Research Project 4

Research Project 5

King of the Cloud
Forests
Michael Morpurgo
Race to the Frozen
North: The Matthew
Henson Story
Catherine Johnson
Survivors
David Long & Kerry
Hyndman
Earth Shattering Events
Sophie Williams & Robin
Jacobs

Stone Age Boy
Satoshi Kitamura
How to Wash a Woolly
Mammoth
Michelle Robinson and
Kate Hindley
Stone Age Tablet
Andrew Langley

Escape from Pompeii
Christina Balit

Handwriting is taught each week initially and then as required, using pre-cursive/cursive letter formation (Letter Join)

Spoken
Language
(National
Curriculum
Objectives)










Listen and respond appropriately to adults and their peers
Ask relevant questions to extend their understanding and knowledge
Use relevant strategies to build their vocabulary
Articulate and justify answers, arguments and opinions
Give well-structured descriptions, explanations and narratives for different purposes, including for expressing feelings.
Maintain attention and participate actively in collaborative conversations, staying on topic and initiating and responding to comments
Use spoken language to develop understanding through speculating, hypothesising, imagining and exploring ideas
Speak audibly and fluently with an increasing command of Standard English
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Writing
Composition
(National
Curriculum
Objectives)

Writing/ Text
Types

Reading
Knowledge
(National
Curriculum
Objectives)

Participate in discussions, presentations, performances, role play/improvisations and debates
Gain, maintain and monitor the interest of the listener(s)
Consider and evaluate different viewpoints, attending to and building on the contributions of others
Select and use appropriate registers for effective communication
 Plan their writing by:
- discussing writing similar to that which they are planning to write in order to understand and learn from its structure, vocabulary and grammar
- discussing and recording ideas
 Draft and write by:
- composing and rehearsing sentences orally (including dialogue), progressively building a varied and rich vocabulary and an increasing range of
sentence structures
- organising paragraphs around a theme
- in narratives, creating settings, characters and plot
- in non-narrative material, using simple organisational devices
 Evaluate and edit by:
- assessing the effectiveness of their own and others’ writing and suggesting improvements
- proposing changes to grammar and vocabulary to improve consistency, including the accurate use of pronouns in sentences
 Proofread for spelling and punctuation errors
 Read their own writing aloud, to a group or the whole class, using appropriate intonation and controlling the tone and volume so that the meaning is clear.
Narrative
Narrative – writing a climax
Recount
Character Description
Water cycle poem
Non-Chronological report
Information texts – nonFigurative language
Information texts
Newspaper reports
Instructions
chronological report on the
Setting description
Setting description – figurative
Diary entries/Eye witness
Performance poems – Stone
Roman Empire
Emotions
language
account
age rhymes using key Stone
Facts / opinions
Non-Chronological Reports
Comparisons – old and new
Non-chronological report
age words
Narrative Story – using
Poetry (animals)
houses
Adventure story (related to a
Stories with a historical
historical words/characters
Recount of ‘Our back field’
Diary Entry
natural disaster)
setting
and settings
trip
Narrative
Persuasive texts –
Character/setting
Myths and legends - Retell
Discussion and debate on
Non-chronological report
encouraging people to visit
descriptions
of Romulus and Remus
habitats
places in Europe
Diary entries
Invent a habitat
Word Reading
 Apply their growing knowledge of root words, prefixes and suffixes (etymology and morphology), both to read aloud and to understand the meaning of new
words they meet
 Read further exception words, noting the unusual correspondences between spelling and sound, and where these occur in the word.
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Reading Skill

Spelling

Comprehension
 Develop positive attitudes to reading, and an understanding of what they read, by:
- listening to and discussing a wide range of fiction, poetry, plays, non-fiction and reference books or textbooks
- reading books that are structured in different ways and reading for a range of purposes
- using dictionaries to check the meaning of words that they have read
- increasing their familiarity with a wide range of books, including fairy stories, myths and legends, and retelling some of these orally
- identifying themes and conventions in a wide range of books
- preparing poems and play scripts to read aloud and to perform, showing understanding through intonation, tone, volume and action
- discussing words and phrases that capture the reader’s interest and imagination
- recognising some different forms of poetry
 Understand what they read, in books they can read independently, by
- checking that the text makes sense to them, discussing their understanding and explaining the meaning of words in context
- asking questions to improve their understanding of a text
- drawing inferences such as inferring characters' feelings, thoughts and motives from their actions, and justifying inferences with evidence
- predicting what might happen from details stated and implied
- identifying main ideas drawn from more than 1 paragraph and summarising these
- identifying how language, structure, and presentation contribute to meaning
 Retrieve and record information from non-fiction
 Participate in discussion about both books that are read to them and those they can read for themselves, taking turns and listening to what others say.
 Find and Copy
 Retrieval questions
 Summarise – identify main
 Predicting
 Reading skills
ideas from more than one
consolidation
 Find a word that means
 Sequencing
 Explanation questions
paragraph
the same as…
 Linking texts
 Multiple choice
 Vocabulary
 True/False
 Vocabulary
 Vocabulary
 Find a phrase that means
 Vocabulary
 Retrieve and record
the same as
 Clarify word meanings
 Retelling
information from non Inference questions
fiction
 Inference questions –
 Skimming and scanning
justify inference with
evidence
 Inference about a
character
 Discussion of words used
to capture readers’ interest
 Review of Year 1 and 2
 The /ʌ/ sound spelt ou
 More prefixes:
 The /ɪ/ sound spelt y
 Endings which sound like
objectives (especially
young, touch, double,
ill – , im – ir –,
elsewhere than at the
/ʃən/, spelt –tion, –sion, –
adding suffixes)
trouble, country
re –, sub–, inter–, super–,
end of words
ssion, –cian
anti–, auto–
 Homophones and near More prefixes
 Words with endings
 Words with the /ʃ/ sound
 The suffix –ly
homophones
dis–, mis–, in–
sounding like /ʒə/ or /tʃə/
spelt ch (mostly French in
origin)
 The suffix –ous
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 Adding suffixes
beginning with vowel
letters to words of more
than one syllable
 Words with the /eɪ/
sound spelt ei, eigh, or
ey
vein, weigh, eight,
neighbour, they, obey
Words to
Learn from
Year 3/4
Spelling List

Vocabulary,
Grammar and
Punctuation

 Possessive apostrophe
with plural words
 Words with the /s/ sound
spelt sc
science, scene, discipline

 The suffix –ation
 Words ending with the /g/
sound spelt – gue and the
/k/ sound spelt –que
league, antique

measure, treasure,
creature, furniture
 Endings which sound like
/ʒən/
division, invasion

chef, chalet, machine,
brochure
 Words with the /k/ sound
spelt ch
chorus, chemist

Review words learnt in Year 3 from Year 3/4 spelling list
knowledge, learn, length, library, material, medicine, mention, minute, natural, naughty, notice, occasion(ally), often, opposite, ordinary, particular, peculiar,
perhaps, popular, position, possess(ion), possible, potatoes, pressure, probably, promise, purpose, quarter, question, recent, regular, reign, remember,
sentence, separate, special, straight, strange, strength, suppose, surprise, therefore, though/although, thought, through, various, weight, woman/women
 Standard English forms
 Use of commas after
 Use of paragraphs to
 The grammatical
 Use of inverted commas
for verb inflections
fronted adverbials
organise
ideas
around
a
difference between plural
and other punctuation to
instead of local spoken
theme
and possessive –s
indicate direct speech [for
forms
 Conjunctions

Appropriate
choice
of

Apostrophes to mark
example, a comma after
 Noun phrases
pronoun or noun within
plural possession [for
 Commas in a list
the reporting clause; end
expanded by the
and across sentences to
example, the girl’s name,
 Verbs / adverbs
punctuation within inverted
addition of modifying
aid cohesion and avoid
the girls’ names]
 Similes
commas: The conductor
adjectives, nouns and
repetition
shouted, “Sit down!”
 Fronted adverbials
preposition phrases
 Plural possessive
 3 –ed sentence
(e.g. the teacher
apostrophe
 Commas
expanded to: the strict

Possessive apostrophe
 Paragraphs
maths teacher with curly

Modal
verbs

Conjunctions
 Apostrophes for
hair)
 Causal conjunctions
 Personal and possessive
possession
 Fronted adverbials
pronouns

Noun
phrases
 Plurals
 Review of basic skills /
 Adverbial phrases
punctuation
 Direct speech
 Adverbs
 Reported speech
 Inverted commas
 Fact / opinion
 Common and proper
 Adjectives
nouns
 Adverbs
 Subheadings
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 Apostrophes for
possession
 Speech verbs
Read Write
Perform

Battle Cry
Motivational Speech

The Storm
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Research Project 1
Cosmic
Frank Cottrell Boyce
The Jamie Drake
Equation
Christopher Edge

Text/
Media

The Skies Above My
Eyes
Charlotte Guillain &
Yuval Zommer
Dr Maggie's Grand
Tour of the Solar
System
Dr Maggie AderinPocock
Spaced Out
James Carter, Brian
Moses & Various Poets

Research Project 2

Year 5
Research Project 3

Queen of the Falls
Chris Van Allsburg

Rhythm of the Rain
Grahame Baker-Smith

Research Project 5

Beowulf
Michael Morpurgo

Journey to the River Sea
Eva Ibbotson
Floodland
Marcus Sedgwick

Research Project 4

Cogheart
Peter Bunzl

The Buried Crown
Ally Sherrick

Horrible Jobs of the
Industrial Revolution
Leon Gray

Freedom for Bron: The
Boy Who Saved a
Kingdom
N. S. Blackman

The Raven
Edgar Allan Poe

The Rainmaker Danced
John Agard
Eye of the Storm
(Literacy shed)

You Wouldn't Want to be
an Anglo-Saxon
Peasant!
Jacqueline Morley & David
Antram

Who Let the Gods Out?
Maz Evans
Viking Boy
Tony Bradman
Odd and the Frost
Giants
Neil Gaiman
Vikings in 30 Seconds
Philip Steele

Handwriting is taught as required, using pre-cursive/cursive letter formation (Letter Join)
Spoken
Language
(National
Curriculum
Objectives)









Listen and respond appropriately to adults and their peers
Ask relevant questions to extend their understanding and knowledge
Use relevant strategies to build their vocabulary
Articulate and justify answers, arguments and opinions
Give well-structured descriptions, explanations and narratives for different purposes, including for expressing feelings.
Maintain attention and participate actively in collaborative conversations, staying on topic and initiating and responding to comments
Use spoken language to develop understanding through speculating, hypothesising, imagining and exploring ideas
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Writing
Composition
(National
Curriculum
Objectives)






Writing/ Text
Types

Speak audibly and fluently with an increasing command of Standard English
Participate in discussions, presentations, performances, role play/improvisations and debates
Gain, maintain and monitor the interest of the listener(s)
Consider and evaluate different viewpoints, attending to and building on the contributions of others
Select and use appropriate registers for effective communication
Plan their writing by:
- identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the appropriate form and using other similar writing as models for their own
- noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research where necessary
- in writing narratives, considering how authors have developed characters and settings in what pupils have read, listened to or seen performed
Draft and write by:
- selecting appropriate grammar and vocabulary, understanding how such choices can change and enhance meaning
- in narratives, describing settings, characters and atmosphere and integrating dialogue to convey character and advance the action
- précising longer passages
- using a wide range of devices to build cohesion within and across paragraphs
- using further organisational and presentational devices to structure text and to guide the reader
Evaluate and edit by:
- assessing the effectiveness of their own and others’ writing
- proposing changes to vocabulary, grammar and punctuation to enhance effects and clarify meaning
- ensuring the consistent and correct use of tense throughout a piece of writing
- ensuring correct subject and verb agreement when using singular and plural, distinguishing between the language of speech and writing and
choosing the appropriate register
Proofread for spelling and punctuation errors
Perform their own compositions, using appropriate intonation, volume, and movement so that meaning is clear.

Information text
Narrative
Non-fiction reports
Persuasion
Poetry

Fantasy narrative
Setting description
Character description
Flashback
Diary entry
Pathetic fallacy
Poetry
Information text

Diary Entry
Newspaper report
Journalistic writing
Balanced argument
Letters
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Personification
Internal monologue
Poetry
Performance poetry
Instructional writing
Narrative
Persuasion

Journalistic writing
Newspaper Article
Kennings
Biographical Writing
Setting Description
3rd Person Narrative
Non-fiction reports
Debate
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Word Reading
 Apply their growing knowledge of root words, prefixes and suffixes (morphology and etymology), both to read aloud and to understand the meaning of new
words that they meet.

Reading
Knowledge
(National
Curriculum
Objectives)

Reading Skill

Comprehension
 Maintain positive attitudes to reading and an understanding of what they read by:
- continuing to read and discuss an increasingly wide range of fiction, poetry, plays, non-fiction and reference books or textbooks
- reading books that are structured in different ways and reading for a range of purposes
- increasing their familiarity with a wide range of books, including myths, legends and traditional stories, modern fiction, fiction from our literary
heritage, and books from other cultures and traditions
- recommending books that they have read to their peers, giving reasons for their choices
- identifying and discussing themes and conventions in and across a wide range of writing
- making comparisons within and across books
- learning a wider range of poetry by heart
- preparing poems and plays to read aloud and to perform, showing understanding through intonation, tone and volume so that the meaning is
clear to an audience
 Understand what they read by
- checking that the book makes sense to them, discussing their understanding and exploring the meaning of words in context
- asking questions to improve their understanding
- drawing inferences such as inferring characters' feelings, thoughts and motives from their actions, and justifying inferences with evidence
- predicting what might happen from details stated and implied
- summarising the main ideas drawn from more than 1 paragraph, identifying key details that support the main ideas
- identifying how language, structure and presentation contribute to meaning
 Discuss and evaluate how authors use language, including figurative language, considering the impact on the reader
 Distinguish between statements of fact and opinion
 Retrieve, record and present information from non-fiction
 Participate in discussions about books that are read to them and those they can read for themselves, building on their own and others’ ideas and
challenging views courteously
 Explain and discuss their understanding of what they have read, including through formal presentations and debates, maintaining a focus on the topic and
using notes where necessary
 Provide reasoned justifications for their views.
 Find and Copy
 Retrieval questions
 Summarise – identify main
 Predicting
 Reading skills
ideas from more than one
consolidation
 Find a word that means
 Sequencing
 Explanation questions
paragraph
 Linking texts
the same as…
 Multiple choice
 Vocabulary
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 Vocabulary
 Retrieve and record
information from nonfiction
 Prediction
 Skimming and scanning
 Inference about a
character









Vocabulary
Clarify word meanings
Skimming and scanning
Prediction
Inference
Summary
Explanation
















Spelling

Words to
Learn from
Year 5/6
Spelling List

True/False
Vocabulary
Retelling
Inference questions –
justify inference with
evidence
Discussion of words used
to capture readers’ interest
Intonation in voice an
fluency when reading
Skimming and scanning
Prediction
Contextualised vocabulary
Retrieval
Inference
Summary
Explanation
Recapping year 3/4 word
list
Words with ‘silent’ letters
Homophones and other
words that are often
confused
Words from 5/6 list

 Find a phrase that means
the same as
 Inference questions
 Reading with the purpose
of finding information or
answering a specific
question.
 Skimming and scanning
 Prediction
 Contextualised
vocabulary
 Retrieval
 Inference
 Summary
 Explanation

 Reading with the purpose
of finding information or
answering a specific
question.
 Skimming and scanning
 Prediction
 Contextualised vocabulary
 Retrieval
 Inference
 Summary
 Explanation

 Recapping year 3/4
 Recapping year 3/4 word
 Recapping previously
 Recapping previously
word list
list
taught spelling rules
taught spelling rules
 Possessive apostrophe
 Adding suffixes beginning 
with plural words
with vowel letters to

words ending in –fer
 Endings which sound
like /ʃəs/ spelt –cious or
 Use of the hyphen
–tious
 Words with the /i:/ sound

 Endings which sound
spelt ei after c
like /ʃəl/
 Words containing the
 Words ending in –ant, –
letter-string ough
ance/–ancy, –ent, –
ence/–ency
 Words ending in –able
and –ible Words ending
in –ably and –ibly
accommodate, accompany, according, achieve, aggressive, amateur, ancient, apparent, appreciate, attached, available, average, awkward, bargain, bruise,
category, cemetery, committee, communicate, community, competition, conscience, conscious, controversy, convenience, correspond, criticise (critic + ise),
curiosity, definite, desperate, determined, develop, dictionary, disastrous, embarrass, environment, equip (–ped, –ment), especially, exaggerate, excellent,
existence, explanation, familiar, foreign, forty, frequently, government, guarantee, harass, hindrance
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Vocabulary,
Grammar and
Punctuation

 Recapping previously
taught grammar from
Y3/4
 Relative clauses
beginning with who,
which, where, when,
whose, that, or an
omitted relative pronoun
Indicating degrees of
possibility using
adverbs [for example,
perhaps, surely] or
modal verbs [for
example, might, should,
will, must]
 Linking ideas across
paragraphs using
adverbials of time [for
example, later], place
[for example, nearby]
and number [for
example, secondly] or
tense choices

 Converting nouns or
adjectives into verbs
using suffixes [for
example, –ate; –ise; –ify
 Verb prefixes [for
example, dis–, de–, mis–,
over– and re–]
 Devices to build cohesion
within a paragraph [for
example, then, after that,
this, firstly]

Read Write
Perform

Lost in space

Christmas Letters

 Brackets, dashes or
commas to indicate
parenthesis
 Use of commas to clarify
meaning or avoid ambiguity
 Relative clauses beginning
with who, which, where,
when, whose, that, or an
omitted relative pronoun

 Recapping previously
taught grammar and
punctuation

Historical explanation
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taught grammar and
punctuation
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Research Project 1
Pig Heart Boy
Malorie Blackman
The Bubble Boy
Stewart Foster
Text/
Media

Body: The Ultimate
Guide
Dr Kristina Routh
Illumanatomy
Ms. Kate Davies &
Carnovsky

Research Project 2
Letters from the
Lighthouse
Emma Carroll

Year 6
Research Project 3
Gaslight
Eloise Williams

Research Project 4
Wonder
R.J. Palacio

Once
Morris Gleitzman

Wild Boy
Rob Lloyd Jones

When Hitler Stole Pink
Rabbit
Judith Kerr

Overheard in a Tower
Block
Joseph Coelho & Kate
Milner

Twelve Minutes to
Midnight
Christopher Edge

The Jabberwocky
Lewis Carroll

Oranges in No Man's
Land
Elizabeth Laird
Beyond the Lines
Literacy Shed

A You Wouldn't Want To
Be: A Victorian
Schoolchild
John Malam

The Highwayman
Alfred Noyes
The Sound Collector
Roger McGough

Research Project 5
Phoenix
Book by S. F. Said
Pandora
Literacy Shed
Titanium
Literacy Shed
Little Freak
Literacy Shed
Alma
Literacy Shed

Handwriting is taught as required, using pre-cursive/cursive letter formation (Letter Join)

Spoken
Language
(National
Curriculum
Objectives)














Listen and respond appropriately to adults and their peers
Ask relevant questions to extend their understanding and knowledge
Use relevant strategies to build their vocabulary
Articulate and justify answers, arguments and opinions
Give well-structured descriptions, explanations and narratives for different purposes, including for expressing feelings.
Maintain attention and participate actively in collaborative conversations, staying on topic and initiating and responding to comments
Use spoken language to develop understanding through speculating, hypothesising, imagining and exploring ideas
Speak audibly and fluently with an increasing command of Standard English
Participate in discussions, presentations, performances, role play/improvisations and debates
Gain, maintain and monitor the interest of the listener(s)
Consider and evaluate different viewpoints, attending to and building on the contributions of others
Select and use appropriate registers for effective communication
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Writing
Composition
(National
Curriculum
Objectives)

Writing/ Text
Types

Reading
Knowledge
(National
Curriculum
Objectives)

 Plan their writing by:
- identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the appropriate form and using other similar writing as models for their own
- noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research where necessary
- in writing narratives, considering how authors have developed characters and settings in what pupils have read, listened to or seen performed
 Draft and write by:
- selecting appropriate grammar and vocabulary, understanding how such choices can change and enhance meaning
- in narratives, describing settings, characters and atmosphere and integrating dialogue to convey character and advance the action
- précising longer passages
- using a wide range of devices to build cohesion within and across paragraphs
- using further organisational and presentational devices to structure text and to guide the reader
 Evaluate and edit by:
- assessing the effectiveness of their own and others’ writing
- proposing changes to vocabulary, grammar and punctuation to enhance effects and clarify meaning
- ensuring the consistent and correct use of tense throughout a piece of writing
- ensuring correct subject and verb agreement when using singular and plural, distinguishing between the language of speech and writing and
choosing the appropriate register
 Proofread for spelling and punctuation errors
 Perform their own compositions, using appropriate intonation, volume, and movement so that meaning is clear.
Non-chronological reports
Diary entry
Biography
Instructions
Letters
Balanced argument

Letters
News report
Diary Entry
Narrative
Information text
Instructional writing

Diary entries
Information texts
Newspaper reports
Balanced argument

Poetry
Ballads and Kennings

Short descriptive texts
Narrative
Instructions
News reports
Persuasive leaflets

Word Reading
 Apply their growing knowledge of root words, prefixes and suffixes (morphology and etymology), both to read aloud and to understand the meaning of new
words that they meet.
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Reading Skill

Comprehension
 Maintain positive attitudes to reading and an understanding of what they read by:
- continuing to read and discuss an increasingly wide range of fiction, poetry, plays, non-fiction and reference books or textbooks
- reading books that are structured in different ways and reading for a range of purposes
- increasing their familiarity with a wide range of books, including myths, legends and traditional stories, modern fiction, fiction from our literary
heritage, and books from other cultures and traditions
- recommending books that they have read to their peers, giving reasons for their choices
- identifying and discussing themes and conventions in and across a wide range of writing
- making comparisons within and across books
- learning a wider range of poetry by heart
- preparing poems and plays to read aloud and to perform, showing understanding through intonation, tone and volume so that the meaning is
clear to an audience
 Understand what they read by
- checking that the book makes sense to them, discussing their understanding and exploring the meaning of words in context
- asking questions to improve their understanding
- drawing inferences such as inferring characters' feelings, thoughts and motives from their actions, and justifying inferences with evidence
- predicting what might happen from details stated and implied
- summarising the main ideas drawn from more than 1 paragraph, identifying key details that support the main ideas
- identifying how language, structure and presentation contribute to meaning
 Discuss and evaluate how authors use language, including figurative language, considering the impact on the reader
 Distinguish between statements of fact and opinion
 Retrieve, record and present information from non-fiction
 Participate in discussions about books that are read to them and those they can read for themselves, building on their own and others’ ideas and
challenging views courteously
 Explain and discuss their understanding of what they have read, including through formal presentations and debates, maintaining a focus on the topic and
using notes where necessary
 Provide reasoned justifications for their views.
 Find and Copy
 Retrieval questions
 Summarise – identify main
 Predicting
 Reading skills
ideas from more than one
consolidation
 Find a word that means
 Sequencing
 Explanation questions
paragraph
the same as…
 Linking texts
 Multiple choice
 Vocabulary
 True/False
 Vocabulary
 Vocabulary
 Find a phrase that means  Reading with the purpose

Vocabulary
of finding information or
 Retrieve and record
the same as
 Clarify word meanings
answering a specific

Retelling
information from non
Inference
questions
 Skimming and scanning
question.
fiction
 Prediction
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Spelling

Words to
Learn from
Year 5/6
Spelling List

 Prediction
 Skimming and scanning
 Inference about a
character

 Inference
 Summary
 Explanation

 Recapping year 3/4 and
5/6 word list
 Possessive apostrophe
with plural words
 Endings which sound
like /ʃəs/ spelt –cious or
–tious
 Endings which sound
like /ʃəl/
 Words ending in –ant, –
ance/–ancy, –ent, –
ence/–ency
 Words ending in –able
and –ible Words ending
in –ably and –ibly

 Recapping year 3/4 and
5/6 word list
 Adding suffixes beginning
with vowel letters to
words ending in –fer
 Use of the hyphen
 Words with the /i:/ sound
spelt ei after c
 Words containing the
letter-string ough

 Inference questions –
justify inference with
evidence
 Discussion of words used
to capture readers’ interest
 Intonation in voice an
fluency when reading
 Skimming and scanning
 Prediction
 Contextualised vocabulary
 Retrieval
 Inference
 Summary
 Explanation
 Recapping year 3/4 and
5/6 word list
 Words with ‘silent’ letters
 Homophones and other
words that are often
confused

 Reading with the purpose
of finding information or
answering a specific
question.
 Skimming and scanning
 Prediction
 Contextualised
vocabulary
 Retrieval
 Inference
 Summary
 Explanation









 Revise all Y6 objectives

 Consolidate all Y6
objectives

Skimming and scanning
Prediction
Contextualised vocabulary
Retrieval
Inference
Summary
Explanation

Review words learnt in Year 5 from Year 5/6 spelling list
identity, immediate(ly), individual, interfere, interrupt, language, leisure, lightning, marvellous, mischievous, muscle necessary, neighbour, nuisance, occupy,
occur, opportunity, parliament, persuade, physical, prejudice, privilege, profession, programme, pronunciation, queue, recognise, recommend, relevant,
restaurant, rhyme, rhythm, sacrifice, secretary, shoulder, signature, sincere(ly), soldier, stomach, sufficient, suggest, symbol, system, temperature, thorough,
twelfth, variety, vegetable, vehicle, yacht
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 Recap all previously
taught KS2 grammar
and punctuation

Vocabulary,
Grammar and
Punctuation

 The difference between
vocabulary typical of
informal speech and
vocabulary appropriate
for formal speech and
writing [for example, find
out – discover; ask for –
request; go in – enter]
 How words are related by
meaning as synonyms
and antonyms [for
example, big, large, little].
 Linking ideas across
paragraphs using a wider
range of cohesive
devices: repetition of a
word or phrase,
grammatical connections
[for example, the use of
adverbials such as on the
other hand, in contrast, or
as a consequence], and
ellipsis
 Layout devices [for
example, headings, subheadings, columns,
bullets, or tables, to
structure text]
 How hyphens can be
used to avoid ambiguity
[for example, man eating
shark versus man-eating
shark, or recover versus
re-cover]

 Use of the passive to affect
the presentation of
information in a sentence
[for example, I broke the
window in the greenhouse
versus The window in the
greenhouse was broken
(by me)].
 The difference between
structures typical of
informal speech and
structures appropriate for
formal speech and writing
[for example, the use of
question tags: He’s your
friend, isn’t he?, or the use
of subjunctive forms such
as If I were or Were they to
come in some very formal
writing and speech]
 Use of the semi-colon,
colon and dash to mark the
boundary between
independent clauses [for
example, It’s raining; I’m
fed up]
 Use of the colon to
introduce a list and use of
semi-colons within lists
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 Revise all Y6 objectives

 Consolidate all Y6
objectives

ENGLISH INTENT
ENGLISH Overview 2020/21 – Subject Lead: Sally Ellis and Emma Anwar
Read Write
Perform

WW2 Evacuation letters

Campfire Ghost Stories

Villain – Write a speech
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Dual Narrative

